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RAIDETESTERI  

OPERATIONS MANUAL 

 

Overview 
The Raidetestari measures a track circuit’s conductivity, measurements are 

calculated with the use of resistance/resistors. The device functions at its 

best when the circuit in questions’ resistance is between 0 - 15 ohms. 

 

In contrast to other devices, the Raidetestari’s test voltage does not progress 

very far in the conductor. As a result, a fault can be located relatively 

accurately within a circuit. 

For example, a short-circuit between two railroad tracks can be located 

accurately, within a meter of where the fault may be occurring. 

 

The Raidetestari’s screen does not reflect the resistance value of the tracks 

circuit. Instead, it displays the conductivity of the circuit. When the 

measured conductivity of the circuit is in perfect condition, and the distance 
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between circuit conductors are of reasonable length, the meter will displays 

a value of 100, which can be thought of here as being 100% conductive. 

When measuring a faulty circuit, the meter will displays a value of 0, 

indicating a non-conductive circuit. 

 

 

Measuring the amplitude of the pulse, is approximately 28 Vpp for a fully 

charged battery. 

 

 

The device is usable in Wet-weather conditions, in its normal operating 

position. 

Equipment 

● Measuring rods’ carrying case 

● Meter and charger carrying case with written operating and 

maintenance instructions 

● Charger for internal battery 

 

Device Operation and Settings 

 
Raidetesteri’s display 
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1. Test the battery's status, using the pushbutton marked “BATT.TEST”. 

The scale on the display is marked to indicate the limits of the 

operating range, 10-14V. Limit values are marked in green and red on 

the scale. 

2. Attach the measuring rods to the connectors on the side of the device. 

3. Switch the Device on with or without an audio indication. Switch up: 

ON with audio. Switch down: ON without audio. Switch center: OFF.  

A red LED indicates that the device is turned on. 

4. Place the tips of the rods side by side on the rail or the likes of, and set 

the potentiometer to the maximum readout displayed  "100". 

a. In this context, the value of the analog display at 100, does not 

represent any major value. Fault locations give the maximum 

readout. Troubleshooting is thus "bracketing", seen by the 

increase in the readout when approaching a fault, and 

decreasing when moving away from a fault. 

b. For this reason, if the battery for example is low on voltage, it is 

still possible to make an accurate measurement . 

Measurements 

Transversal short-circuits in the circuit 

Transverse short circuits are measured in such a way, to advance a 

maximum of 10 meters and by placing the measuring rods onto the rails. 

Ensure the rods’ tips are places on a clean surface devoid of rust, or other 

contaminants by pressing and twisting the rods clockwise to ensure full 

contact with the rail. Readings will fluctuate, if poor contact is made. 

Readings will increase as the faulty location is approached, and decrease 

when moving away from the faulty location. Fault are located where 

readings are at their highest. 

Checking the condition of the insulation 

● Railroad switch insulations, etc. are checked by measuring over them. 
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The meter should not display any reading when measurements are 

done over an insulated track.  

● Track circuits located on a bridge may have short-circuit at various 

points between the rail and the metal frame of the bridge. If no faults 

were found measuring for transversal short-circuits, measurements 

should be made from both rails and the hull of the bridge or any other 

large metal bodies in close proximity. 

Take note of the measurements 

Incorrect reading may be shown by the device in the vicinity of cable 

terminals. This is due to the capacitive properties of cable terminal.  

 

Track circuit diodes show up as high reading on the device. 

In such cases, cable from the diode should be removed from the track. 

 

Measurements in the circuit of more than 1nF capacitance of the capacitor, 

will give a measurement equal to that of a short-circuit. 

 

When the device’s audio indication is on, you can focus more on monitoring 

your surrounding. Only when the pitch increases significantly, will you need 

to observe the readings. 

 

Rapid fluctuations in the reading, cause variations in the pitch of the devices 

audio. 

Voltage Measurement 
The track-circuit’s voltage can also be check by using the Raidetestari. 

Voltage measurements are obtained by setting the switch to the "Voltage" 

position. 

 

The meter will display both DC and AC voltage of 125 Hz. The maximum 

meter reading is 10 Volts. Overvoltage will not damage the meter if it is less 

than 20 volts. 
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The Raidetestari is not calibrated and should only be used as a directive 

device. Ominaisuus on tarkoitettu helpottamaan vianhakua. This feature is 

intended to facilitate troubleshooting. Therefore, the Raidetestari can not be 

used as a voltmeter, e.g. to make track circuit adjustment measurements. 
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Service and maintenance 
The charger is connected to the top of the unit, indicated with “RECHARGE” 

When the charger is connected, the charger’s red LED lights up. When the 

charging light starts flashing, the battery is fully charged, and the charger 

switches to trickle charging. 

 

The measuring rods’ tips can be sharpened if necessary. Sharpening must 

take into account the relatively steep cutting angle, so that eg. Penetration 

through paint and grime can happen more efficiently. 

 

Rough handling of the device should be avoided, mainly due to the sensitive 

analog display. 

 

Slamming the rods into the track may result in the tips of the rods breaking. 

 

Charging the device with a charger other than the charger that was provided 

should be avoided. If it is necessary, however,it should be limited to a 

0.3A/14V charger. 

 

The unit is protected against a reverse voltage surge, with an internal fuse. 

 

 

 


